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Abstract: This manuscript considers the drivers towards inclusive research in the field of disability and rehabilitation; including some of the tools and frameworks that may support its realisation. We, a group of researchers engaged in rehabilitation research from lived experience and ‘conventional’ (non-lived experience) positions, reflect on our collective endeavours to bring about inclusion in research and specify the systemic factors constraining inclusion in research. We conclude by asking the following: how might we reimagine systems where the mechanisms of research production are in the hands of those impacted by the research, and where are intersectionalities both sought and valued?
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1. Introduction

In 2022, O’Brien asked the question, ‘Is the road more or less well travelled?’ The resulting Special Issue and published book explored the epistemological leadership of intellectual disability researchers and asked how inclusive research might be realised in different fields (O’Brien 2022). This work considers the drivers towards, and barriers to, inclusive research in the fields of disability and rehabilitation.

1.1. Positionality and Scope of This Paper

We are a group of researchers engaged in disability and rehabilitation research. We bring diverse perspectives to our research endeavours, including lived experience of disability (JB), occupational therapy (NL), physiotherapy (RM), and health psychology (NK). We share values of social justice and inclusion and a commitment to equity in access, experience, and outcome. In this paper, we ask how we might know what voices are included in our research and critically examine some tools proposed to support inclusion in disability and rehabilitation research, identifying what good might look like. In terms of scope, this paper is not intended as an exhaustive review of existing theory, evidence, and tools relevant to inclusion in disability and rehabilitation research. Rather, we relate our own research experiences which speak to the structural barriers and systemic factors that enable, or constrain, inclusion in research in our field in Australia and New Zealand. We would add a note of explanation on our focus on disability as a hallmark of inclusion, versus inclusion more broadly. Inclusion, or exclusion, is likely an intersectional experience, for example, for racial communities and different gender identities, migrant and ethnic communities, with many more factors contributing to the rich breadth of the
human experience (Smith et al. 2024). In this paper, we refer to examples primarily relevant to inclusion in research for disabled people to exemplify our points and as one example of a community who have been historically excluded, marginalised, and disadvantaged. We suggest many of the issues highlighted extend to other routinely excluded communities. Finally, we do not consider ourselves an authority on inclusion in research and recognise that the arguments we offer here are inherently partial, informed by our own perspectives and experiences. Notwithstanding these limitations, we hope the arguments and examples presented provoke critical discussion and reflexivity and contribute towards a culture of inclusive research in disability and rehabilitation.

1.2. What Is Meant by Disability and by Rehabilitation?

Our work as practitioners and researchers is, at times, within disability services structures, rehabilitation structures, or both. These contexts influence our practice, research, and efforts toward inclusion and so here we provide a brief background of each and how their epistemologies both intersect and depart. Disability, according to the World Report on Disability (World Health Organisation 2011), is ‘part of the human condition. Almost everyone will be temporarily or permanently impaired at some point in life, and those who survive [sic] to old age will experience increasing difficulties in functioning’ (p. 3). According to the World Health Organization International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, the experience of disability arises from the interaction of impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions (World Health Organization 2001). Rehabilitation is ‘a set of interventions designed to optimise functioning and reduce disability in individuals with health conditions in interaction with their environment’ (World Health Organisation 2017, p. 2). Global efforts to improve access to rehabilitation are underway (Heinemann et al. 2020) based on the premise that rehabilitation ‘may benefit any person with a long-lasting disability, arising from any cause, may do so at any stage of the illness, at any age, and may be delivered in any setting’ (Wade 2020, p. 571).

These definitions suggest that impairment and the resulting disability, operationalised as a decrement in functioning, can be addressed through the provision of rehabilitation. However, the disability academy describes tensions between this normalising discourse of rehabilitation and disability identities, providing a rich description of human engagements with difference. The biomedical approaches that have underpinned much of rehabilitation practice are critiqued as representing a limited lens on human functioning and wellbeing (Wade 2015). Failing to capture psychosocial and relational dimensions does not tell the whole story; see, for example, (Bright et al. 2023; Fisher and Goodley 2007). Rehabilitation has also (by and large) failed to consider the needs and aspirations of people over the whole of their lives. Rather than adopting a holistic approach that encompasses alterations in environments, personal factors, and resources over the lifespan, rehabilitation has predominantly been dispensed through isolated intervention episodes triggered by emergent or pivotal shifts in individuals’ health conditions (Palisano et al. 2017).

The systematic emergence of counter models (Brisenden 1986) and narratives (Shakespeare 2006) provide signposts regarding the imperatives of people living with disabling impacts or impairment. Shakespeare describes rehabilitation as ‘a controversial subject in disability studies, often discussed in terms of oppression, normalisation, and unwanted intrusion’ (Shakespeare et al. 2018, p. 61) but argues access to rehabilitation is a human rights issue of critical importance. Critical rehabilitation discourse is bridging this epistemological schism (Gibson 2016; Gibson et al. 2020). However, it remains an aspiration rather than routinely embedded in everyday practice (Gibson et al. 2020; Kayes and Papadimitriou 2023). Inclusive research, which values and legitimises the expertise of people with lived experience in knowledge production and dissemination, may be a critical step in realising these aspirations for person-centred and inclusive rehabilitation.

Epistemologies of resistance recognise that multiple voices are not heard within power structures within society, including the construction of knowledge through research (Barnes 1996; Fawcett and Hearn 2004). Implications of the partial representation
of people with various lived experiences who have been typically underrepresented and undervalued are profound in terms of making decisions regarding agendas, priority setting, determining valued outcomes (Rist et al. 2008) and the representation of human diversity within society (Dirth and Branscombe 2017).

Rehabilitation services are commonly delivered through health systems, and some developments in health research are indeed positive. Research texts acknowledge biopsychosocial and critical alternative models of human functioning (Hathcoat et al. 2019). In health settings, ‘patient voices’ are built into structures through ‘patient mandates’ (Finset 2017; Te Tāhū Hauora Health Quality & Safety Commission 2022). In health research, lived experience expertise is frequently sought by funding bodies, and there is growing interest in research methods enabling research ‘with’ rather than ‘on’ participants (Kayes et al. 2019). The inclusion of people with various lived experiences is also promoted as one way to improve the translation of research knowledge into healthcare practice (Grindell et al. 2022) with networks such as the Cochrane Consumer Network (Cochrane Collaboration n.d.) focusing on knowledge translation for the users of health.

We suggest the initiatives described above provide many signals regarding ‘what good would look like’, yet responses resemble compliance rather than system transformation. Therefore, it is timely to examine research inclusion from our standpoints as disability and rehabilitation researchers and consider whether our field is making substantive progress towards ‘inclusion’ in research.

1.3. Intersectionality

A key metric for research is the production of research outputs, including reports and peer-reviewed artefacts. Therefore, one measure of representation, although rather blunt, might be the proportion of research authors identifying as experiencing disability. This question of the proportion of research authors identifying as experiencing disability immediately requires us to acknowledge the multiple dimensions of identity that people hold, the subjectivity and contested nature of identity, and the limiting binary of ‘disabled/non-disabled’ inherent in this question (Patston 2007; Smith et al. 2024). Given the history of marginalisation and exclusion experienced by people experiencing disability (Charlton 2000), it would hardly be surprising if some researchers choose not to articulate the dimension of disability experience (Brown 2020; Griffiths 2020). Authors experiencing disability may or may not identify as such and, where they do, may use inconsistent nomenclatures (what it is called) and locations (where it is written). The lack of common or agreed terminology is illustrated in Table 1 of phrases used within academic databases.

Table 1. Key phrases and words used within the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>researchers with disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disabled researchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>researchers with lived experience of disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lived experience of disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>citizens with disability engaged in research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partnership with citizens with disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lived experience led research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>researchers with lived experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>co-researchers with disability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This situation calls for a critical examination of authorship, both to examine what identities are privileged and made to matter in peer-reviewed publication processes (implicitly or explicitly) and to mitigate the risks of disclosing one’s status as disabled. The development of reporting guidelines for research inclusion, for example, requiring that researchers include a positionality statement as standard, may be indicated.
An array of guidance relevant to inclusion in rehabilitation research can be found in allied fields and has the foundational concept of a hierarchy of participation in common. Since Arnstein’s 1969 ladder of citizen participation (Arnstein 1969), hierarchies have been described for public participation (informing; consulting; involving; collaborating; and empowering) (IAP2 2018) for inclusion of people with disabilities in research (as participant, consult, collaborator, colleague, or director of research) (Layton et al. 2022), and to guide culturally responsive ethical engagement (Hudson et al. 2010) (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) (IAP2 2018) Source: Social Sciences</th>
<th>Ladder of Inclusive Research (Layton et al. 2022) Source: Disability</th>
<th>Te Ara Tika Framework (Hudson et al. 2010) Source: Māori ethics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Empowering</strong>: the public is not only involved in all steps of the process, but the final decision sits with the public.</td>
<td><strong>A director of research</strong>, in charge of research production: person commissions research and directs researchers in methods/research question/study design/outputs and dissemination.</td>
<td><strong>Best practice</strong>: Kaupapa Māori Research addressing questions determined by Māori, for Māori; Māori lead and govern the research and lead research planning, development and execution; the research team and research participants are typically all Māori; Māori values underpin the research process, Māori research methods are used, and Māori knowledge is produced; data are owned by Māori and Māori determine how the findings will be used for the benefit of Māori; research meets expectations and quality standards set by Māori.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration</strong>: partner with consumers in all aspects of decision making, including engagement in the final decision.</td>
<td><strong>Research colleague</strong>: person is an equal partner in establishing outcomes/findings/method/study design/research question.</td>
<td><strong>Good practice</strong>: Māori-Centred Research which aligns with Māori aspirations, and which is relevant to and addresses a question important to Māori; meaningful relationships are established with Māori communities and shape the research direction and process; Māori are typically senior members of research teams; research processes are informed by Māori cultural protocols; Māori-specific analyses are undertaken and produce Māori knowledge, albeit measured against mainstream standards for research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Involving</strong>: work directly with the public throughout the process and ensure public perspectives are included.</td>
<td><strong>Research collaborator</strong>: person collaborates about outcomes/findings/method/study design/research question.</td>
<td><strong>Minimum standard</strong>: Research involving Māori which may or may not have direct relevance to Māori; Māori are involved as participants; researchers consult Māori and seek to protect the rights and interests of Māori; research processes are culturally sensitive; ethnicity data may be sought and analysed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consulting</strong>: obtain public feedback, acknowledging concerns, but not necessarily incorporating this within decision making.</td>
<td><strong>Research consultant</strong>: person is consulted about outcomes/findings/method/study design/research question.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informing</strong>: share information and support understanding of decision making.</td>
<td><strong>Research subject</strong>: person being researched is asked questions decided by others.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Analysis of Structural Barriers

Our collective experiences as researchers in disability and rehabilitation suggest that aspirations to enact inclusion are impeded by structural barriers (see also Williams et al. 2020). Figure 1 lists observed structural barriers to inclusive research. These are discussed in more detail below, alongside examples which demonstrate the opportunity for reimagining disability and rehabilitation research systems and creating the context for inclusive research practices.

![Structural barriers to inclusive disability and rehabilitation research](image)

**Figure 1.** Structural barriers to inclusive rehabilitation research.

2.1. Cultural Norms, Attitudes, and Beliefs in Academia

Research is largely conducted with or by academic institutions. However, entry to academia is controlled through, for example, qualifications and subject to hidden curricula (Rossouw and Frick 2023). Institutional and collegiate norms and attitudes regarding, for example, academic workloads can bring about experiences of exclusion for academics experiencing disability. For example, the work of Brown et al. discusses challenges of interruptions, correct language, disclosure and emotional labour among academics living with fibromyalgia (Brown and Leigh 2020). Furthermore, the culture and institutional pressure in academia to complete work quickly is often contrary to slower participatory processes that typically require additional time and resources (Oliver et al. 2019). Conventional researchers who wish to conduct high-level participatory research can feel exhausted due to the often more labour-intensive work required of participatory research, which is often at odds with the ‘do more with less’ research environment (River et al. 2023). However, Williams et al. (2020) argues that the difficulty in conducting participatory research is not due to the process being inherently harder and more time intensive. Rather, it is more due to the academic context, which is incongruent with facilitating inclusive, participatory research (e.g., inflexible funding timelines, valuing of non-typical research outputs and metrics—see below).

In reimagined inclusive research structures, the mirror would be turned around to examine why the mainstream research structures fail to engage and accommodate a full diversity of humans, and what ought to change to enable their inclusion. If some populations do not engage with research, in what way is research seen as unattainable, unimportant, or irrelevant? What needs to change for research production to be attainable, relevant and a tool for epistemological justice? Promoting an academic culture that is more
supportive of inclusive research could, for example, work to establish research metrics that support participatory research, acknowledge lived experience expertise in funding initiatives, and involve funding training initiatives that promote genuine partnerships (River et al. 2023). Intersectionality would be recognised as a feature of all researchers, and both sought and valued. It would be acknowledged as a dynamic concept and continuous reflexive steps undertaken to assure and uphold intersectional inclusion.

Williams et al. (2020) encourage a more structural analysis, questioning what research production processes and outcomes are seen as valuable within academia. For example, engaging in partnership-based research (e.g., co-production) is often thought of as a noble pursuit, but one that requires the investment of much funding, time, and effort with no guarantee of academic outcomes (Oliver et al. 2019). Williams et al. (2020) challenge such positions, arguing that barriers result from the status quo academic context and are concerning ‘only if we accept that a narrowly defined output-focused culture is what academics should embrace’ (p. 7). It is imperative that we reimagine the ‘knowledge’ paradigm within disability and rehabilitation research. What researchers (who currently hold the power in terms of funding acquisition and momentum, etc.) value as ‘evidence’ will influence the degree to which they are able and willing to engage in inclusionary actions.

As an example of work that is seeking to reimagine inclusion, we are working with developers to extend the functionality of an existing accessible survey tool (https://accessiblesurveys.com, accessed on 30 January 2023) as part of a research project developing tools to more meaningfully include disabled people’s voices in policy (Martin et al. 2022). The tool was initially developed to collect quantitative data from disabled people; however, we have been collaborating to allow for the tool to also capture qualitative data. This has involved adding additional accessibility features (e.g., a voice memo function allowing participants to record their responses orally) and re-thinking how surveys can be used to support idea generation and diverse perspectives. Our key argument for developing this type of qualitative data collection tool is that in-person interviews or focus groups (which are currently the ‘go-to’ primary source of disabled person experiences) will always be limited in the range of perspectives they can gather due to pragmatic and cost considerations.

2.2. Equity in Costs and Payments

Living with disability incurs higher costs (Carers New Zealand 2010; Mitra et al. 2017). These costs may be visible and direct (such as attendant care costs, and the costs of disability accommodations such as assistive technology) or less visible (such as taking more time to complete tasks, which stretches paid time beyond ‘usual’ expectations of work speed). R.M. (author) has had the privilege of working closely with disabled colleagues from various organisations over the past decade:

“However, there are challenging implications in supporting capacity building and genuine partnerships with other disabled researchers. There has been a frequent need for my disabled peers to work flexibly and take unplanned leave for health-related issues. This contributed to a more limited ability to increase their hours of work to meet work deadlines—and at times, this engendered stress for my disabled peers and placed additional demands on me. Processes and systems that allow for, and provide resources towards, this need for flexibility and increased capacity at high-demand times, would support long-term, sustainable partnerships for all.”

Challenging such structural barriers and promoting higher levels of partnership and inclusion in rehabilitation research (which move beyond tokenism and consultation to involve genuine partnership or leadership of people with lived experience in research) can draw on examples such as the Raising the Bar model (River et al. 2023). The Raising the Bar model provides both lived experience and conventional researchers with the competencies and resources to undertake participatory research in egalitarian team structures.
It has been successful in supporting lived experience and conventional researchers to successfully engage in high-level participatory research, helping to develop relational resilience in research teams, and establishing co-learning spaces that support lived experience researchers to challenge entrenched discourses and traditions of academia and negotiate new forms of non-traditional research outputs.

Ensuring full inclusion of disabled people in research frequently requires additional resource commitments. For example, as part of a realist evaluation of peer support for people with SCI, Burwood Academy Trust (2012) the lived-experience researcher who completed all the data collection and supported analysis required additional time to complete work, needed more researcher support for training, and had increased costs associated with travel and accommodation associated with using a wheelchair and requiring personal care support. However, his contribution to the process and outcomes of the research were pivotal to its success. In reimagined inclusive research structures, funded equity measures are an integral part of funding applications and are paid at benchmark rates. Building on health economic efforts to enable ‘equal outcomes’, the concept of equity weights can be useful in expressing just how many resources are required to enable all parties to achieve an outcome. Therefore, equity weightings could be calculated for disabled researchers to achieve equal outcomes (Ong et al. 2009).

The continual development of equity and learning in inclusive research can benefit from respectful dialogue and iteration (Langley et al. 2022b). Having open discussions surrounding team expectations, roles and the realistic capacity of team members, alongside potential mitigation strategies, is beneficial (Hoekstra et al. 2022). Such dialogue can occur when starting projects, be monitored throughout projects, and when projects are finished to see what worked, what did not, and what could be conducted differently next time. Such reciprocal, two-way conversations, allowing for sharing and reflecting on diverse perspectives, can challenge research practices, cultures and structures—including understandings of what knowledge is and how different forms of knowledge are valued (Farr et al. 2021).

2.3. Indicators of Research Success Compete with Authentic Research Inclusion

Research structures drive researcher behaviour. For example, university ranking systems such as the Times Higher Education World University Rankings and QS World University Rankings shape what is valued and legitimised in academic institutions. Similarly, research performance frameworks, such as the Research Evaluation Framework (United Kingdom) and Performance-based Research Framework (New Zealand), define academic success and filter through to institutional promotion practices. These structures value peer-reviewed publications, impact factors, journal rankings, citation rates, and hierarchy in authorship status. The ‘publish or perish’ imperative is alive and well in academia and sustains a particular way of working that can compete with authentic and meaningful research inclusion. Individual success often overrides collective endeavour within these systems, and the priorities and outcomes privileged within academia can sit in contrast to those of the communities we serve.

For example, a colleague used his sabbatical to immerse himself in a rural and remote region of Aotearoa New Zealand. During this time, he worked closely with a non-government health organisation on a collaborative piece of research led by the community, for the community. He shared the report produced through this work, reflecting to the authors of this paper:

“Note my name is not on it, and it will not be in a peer-reviewed journal because it is their story and belongs to them. I have no doubt, though, that it will be used with great impact, and they have permitted me to disseminate it as I feel fit. This notion of supporting the agenda of others and fading into the background is indicative of the depth of the transformation that needs to occur.” (McKenna, Brian. 16 June 2023)
This research has the potential to have an important and meaningful impact on the community. However, ‘fading into the background’ is likely to have a detrimental impact on this researcher, given this piece of work cannot be ‘counted’ in his research metrics. He has made a conscious and deliberate decision to push against these structures so that the community could lead the research and determine what form the findings take and how those findings are made to matter in their community.

2.4. Researching from ‘within’ or ‘without’

Researchers within ‘the system’, that is, with recognised positions in research institutions, are afforded certain privileges which profoundly impact the capacity to ‘do research’. For example, the cost of accessing academic databases is prohibitive without library access. Free versions of reference management systems and analysis software may not exist, may be less powerful, or indeed not interact with other systems. Access to data storage and shared work areas is problematic without a university email address. Similarly, the cultural norms of academia can be implicitly exclusive for those participating without the system. Research funding systems can sometimes be paradoxical in their workings—on the one hand, requiring the involvement of consumers as co-investigators while at the same time expecting those consumers to conform to academic norms. For example, requiring them to submit an academic curriculum vitae where peer-reviewed outputs, not lived experience or community networks and engagement, characterise research track record and competency. It can also be the case that conventional researchers may be more securely employed and named on a research grant. This could lead to tensions for lived experience researchers who might be intermittently employed or reimbursed, unnamed on research grants, and may find it difficult to raise issues about the budget (River et al. 2023). This likely has the effect of communicating to consumers that they ‘don’t belong here’.

In reimagined systems, the boundaries between being ‘within’ or ‘without’ can be addressed in several ways. Associating research projects done in partnership with disabled people with a university means that they can also access the support they require (e.g., librarian expertise). To optimise collaboration, freely available alternatives such as Mendeley for referencing, and MIRO (an online interactive whiteboard to support qualitative data analysis) mean that all partners can access this without cost.

Reimagined systems would create the context for all to feel they belong, and that there is a place for them. As an example, when designing methods for a project developing tools to better include disabled people’s voices in policy development (Martin et al. 2022) we focused on the attributes of engagement and participation we want to enable, rather than the impairments we might need to account for. As an illustration, when planning online interactive activities, we have brainstormed accessibility and inclusion requirements for optimising opportunities to build connections between participants, allow participants to connect ideas, and disagree or offer alternative solutions.

2.5. Identity, Authorship, Ownership

The wide array of terms for lived experience researchers has been canvassed above. Where an identity is established, it may not be present in the many existing author guidelines. For example, authors need an academic affiliation with a tertiary institution to publish in Australia’s The Conversation. Therefore, authoring with a consumer necessitates a byline elsewhere, and authors are less privileged as a result (see, for example, Callaway et al. 2017). Closed academic systems also mean that even when the research production is inclusive, the findings end up within a gated community, so the communities that have helped to produce the research cannot access the research to ensure their community benefits. So inclusive research doesn’t only require inclusion in knowledge production. It also requires communities to be self-determining in how that research is used. Guidance can be found in writings on indigenous data sovereignty (Prehn et al. 2023).
In reimagined systems, the fundamental principle is that anyone that the research is about has opportunities to engage within the research hierarchy. This expectation creates requirements for engagement (specified on a hierarchy and funded accordingly) and flips notions of identity, authorship and ownership such that there is an assumption people will be included, be authors, and be owners.

2.6. Ethics Bodies Oversee Much of What Constitutes Research Behaviour

Research ethics processes have an important role and function given they govern the standards of scientific research to protect the dignity, rights, and welfare of participants. However, it is important to recognise there are embedded assumptions in what constitutes ethical research, which can sometimes inadvertently result in exclusion. For example, ethical mandates which attribute vulnerability to populations can be paternalistic and limit choice and opportunity to participate in research. von Bongen and van Blerk (2017) argue that “vulnerability is context-dependent” and “relational” with the circumstances and ways of engaging and working with people having great influence. They argue that attributing vulnerability to individuals or groups can be problematic, particularly if the desire to protect them from harm removes their choice and opportunity.

Similarly, Eurocentric conceptualisations of what constitutes ethical behaviour can sit in contrast to what constitutes ethical behaviour from another worldview. Writing from the perspective of a Māori researcher, Linda Tuhiiwai Smith (2006) reflects on ‘researching within the margins’ when the norms of research conduct have been established through other Western jurisdictions. She poses questions about some of the fundamental assumptions embedded in the assumed universality of some of our most basic ethical principles, such as respect, and artefacts, such as the consent form.

Our reimagined ethics bodies are informed by a ‘bottom-up’ or ‘community-up’ defining of ethical behaviours (Smith 2006). We provide some examples of ethical challenges and workarounds here. During one study (Layton et al. 2023), research participants requested to be named as ‘owners’ of the stories they were telling related to assistive technology use in their lives. An ethics revision was submitted to vary the standard clauses about non-identification and protecting potential re-identification. The ethics board queried the purpose of this change, stating, ‘Don’t they realise then people will know who they are?’ This query was felt to be highly patronising, by the research participants.

In another study, when seeking approval for an amendment to our data collection processes (to move from in-person to Zoom interviews during a COVID-19 lockdown), we were asked to provide ‘justification for undertaking this part of the research during a time when everyone, in particular those with added vulnerabilities, are under considerable stress’. In our response, we noted that our research sought to engage people from the access community as experts. We argued that a key principle that guides our research is to ‘make no assumptions’ — including not assuming vulnerability as a starting point — and that we did not want to assume that people with access needs would not be able to contribute to this research at this time. Rather, we wanted people with access needs to have the opportunity to take part should they wish to, while proceeding with caution and ensuring the research process mitigated any perceived or real vulnerabilities. We noted that every situation is unique and specific to individuals and their families. We acknowledged that some people will be under stress, and their focus will rightly be on navigating their way through the lockdown period. However, others will be grateful for an opportunity to connect with the outside world and will be looking for opportunities to meaningfully and purposefully contribute to life beyond COVID-19. For the latter group, contributing to research where their opinions are sought and valued, could be a mechanism for achieving a sense of purpose.

In 2021, a group of leaders from non-government organisations supporting people with age-related neurological decline called for research that captured their experience of providing support to their communities during Aotearoa, New Zealand’s COVID-19 response. We took up the challenge and worked with these community leaders to design
the research to capture their experiences. The organisational leaders were keen to ensure their experiences were captured so they could inform decisions and policy making when facing similar situations in the future. When we sought ethics for this community-initiated, designed and led research, we were asked by the ethics body to give further reconsideration and justification of this research given that at least one group of potential participants has already been surveyed a number of times. This had the effect of immediately minimising and belittling the communities’ endeavour to have a voice and felt entirely counter to an inclusive research approach.

2.7. The Need to Re-Frame ‘Hard to Reach’

We frequently define underrepresented populations in our research processes as ‘hard to reach’ (Shaghaghi et al. 2011). However, in doing so, we attribute the problem to individuals, not the processes by which research typically seeks to reach those individuals (van der Ven et al. 2022). A comparative example in health care occurs when health literacy is situated as an individual determinant of health and a barrier to accessing care. Countering this, there has been a call for a focus on the development of health-literate organisations, putting the onus on health organisations to design for and respond to the needs of people with limited health literacy (Palumbo 2016; Palumbo and Annarumma 2018). We similarly argue here that we need to move away from the narrative of ‘hard to reach’ people to talk about ‘hard to access’ research. This makes it clear that the problem lies with us. Our failure to design accessible research inevitably means that our research fails to adequately account for many perspectives.

Accommodations, that is, reasonable adjustments to enable a diversity of people to engage, exist for a multiplicity of use cases and contexts. They may involve products and technology, the built and sensory environments, or indeed, ensuring that multiple formats are presented to accommodate visual, auditory, motor, and cognitive preferences. Accommodations may include more time (for preparation and processing) and multiple formats for materials (visual, plain language, accessible to screenreaders and switching software) and for meetings (virtual, accessible spaces, flexible to accommodate care partners, transport, and fatigue). Inclusion is unlikely to be fully realised without budgeting for such accommodations—and expertise in identifying supports and setting these parameters lies with the experts by experience whose inclusion is sought. Such changes to the culture of research strike at the heart of addressing systemic factors involved in the inclusion of disabled people in research and demonstrate how the ‘bigger picture’ of rehabilitation research can change towards a more egalitarian imperative (Williams et al. 2020).

Van der ven suggests ‘Hard to reach’ populations are not really hard to reach, they just require a different mindset and skillset from the researcher’ (van der Ven et al. 2022, p. 193). We agree, and note the role of creative practices in co-production (Langley et al. 2022a), the development of research protocols to better include disabled people’s knowledge in health policy development (Martin et al. 2022), and the synergy between health planning and design fields in developing novel approaches to accessible and inclusive design, see, for example, Good Health Design (n.d.).

3. A Way Forward

As we have illustrated, tensions and challenges continually arise in inclusive research endeavours, often related to structural research processes such as compliance with various funding and ethical and institutional systems. Strategies are needed to relocate the onus of inclusion from people to systems. In the above, we have stepped through the structural barriers we perceive and made some suggestions as to how systems might be reimagined to create the conditions for inclusive research. Further leadership can be found in the literature, and specifically in two relevant frameworks presented here. The Dignity Framework, developed in an extreme citizen science context, offers four principles (human rights, elimination of barriers, diversity, and transparency) alongside four processes (vision, uncover, discuss, change) to support inclusion (Chapman et al. 2022). In parallel
work from the intellectual disability sector over the past decade, ten Disability Inclusive Research Principles have been developed and used to guide the inclusion of intellectual disability researchers (Disability Inclusive Research Collaboration 2012). The principles offer clear direction around ownership of knowledge and power in establishing the rules of engagement with research, diversity of methods for data capture and dissemination, and consent. The structural barriers discussed above can readily be linked with aspirational principles from these frameworks (see Table 3). Drawing on the Dignity Framework principles (Column 2 in Table 3 below) and Inclusive Research Principles (Column 3) to critically examine and shape the structures and processes that shape disability and rehabilitation research practice may provide some starting points for mitigating these structural barriers. Doing so creates opportunities to reimagine egalitarian systems, and to question the duty holders involved in the status quo.

Table 3. Mapping structural barriers to principles for inclusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Barrier</th>
<th>Principles Which, If Enacted, Could Address Structural Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural norms, attitudes and beliefs in academia.</td>
<td>Principle 1: Grounding research in a human rights conceptualisation of disability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators of research success compete with authentic research</td>
<td>Principle 2: Eliminating barriers to participation—intersectionality and authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researching from ‘within’ or ‘without’.</td>
<td>Principle 3: Diversity in engagement—accessibility and inclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics bodies oversee much of what constitutes research behaviour.</td>
<td>• Research that is informed by and/or led by people with disability—the need for research, and its design must be identified and led by people with disability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to re-frame ‘hard to reach’.</td>
<td>• Ownership—the research process, its design, management, implementation and findings must be owned by people with disability and their representative organisations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of equity in costs</td>
<td>• “The right people asking the right questions and getting the right answers”—inclusive disability research must be careful to ensure that research questions are relevant and important to people with disability (determined/informed by them), and that answers are sought from the correct sources using the best inclusive methods (identify “right people”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle 4: Transparent ways of working.</td>
<td>• Inclusive and participatory—the research process, and its methodologies, must ensure that people with disability, about whom and for whom the research is designed, play a central role as researchers and as research participants; and the voice of people with disability is validated as data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Co-presenting—people with disability must be provided with opportunities to present research findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Materials that are accessible—information about the research process, research tools, and research reports must be provided in ways and in formats that are accessible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A range of types of activities—adjustment must be made to the design of research to render research appropriate to the participants and accommodate a variety of approaches (research design reflects the diversity of potential research participants). Good research design must emphasise the need for a variety of approaches to ensure that a diversity of views is researched.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consent—researchers must apply processes of ethics approval that ensure that people with disability are included in the research as willing and supportive participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Re-defining what research is—inclusive disability research is part of the universal research endeavour, and as such must contribute to ongoing discussions about the role and form of research in general.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In applying these recommendations, we promote two cautions. First, we acknowledge the diversity of disability, capabilities, needs and preferences. We are mindful that it is not uncommon for strategies seeking to support access and inclusion to inadvertently marginalise some sub-groups. For example, when access initiatives prioritise physical impairment to the detriment of sensory impairment. We conceptualise access and inclusion in its broadest sense, i.e., as a physical, emotional, cognitive, and temporal experience. As such, we acknowledge the examples, recommendations and solutions proposed above are not a panacea—they are not going to be the right thing, for all people, in all circumstances, all the time. Rather, we suggest instead that the above is viewed as a menu of possibilities, but also that the most meaningful solutions will reside within the people with whom you are seeking to include. Second, an ongoing challenge to researchers and practitioners is to ensure the meaning and intent of principles are not lost during their operationalisation. It remains essential that all frameworks, principles, or ladders are utilised critically, reflexively, and with a mind to avoiding unintended consequences.

4. Conclusions

Structural barriers constrain many aspects of inclusive research. Signposts can be found from parallel disciplines, some of which are canvassed here and in other Special Issue papers. As global rehabilitation policy moves to a more encompassing position regarding all people with functional impairment at any point in their life cycles and health journeys, we suggest it is timely for rehabilitation systems to consider and adopt successful inclusive research practices and the epistemological positions which enable them to be imagined.

A reimagined system understands that research is too important to leave in the hands of conventional researchers alone. It values and recognises intersectionality, where people with diverse perspectives, in the spirit of appreciative inquiry, can locate themselves and their vantage points and limitations. This likely leads to the seeking of missing voices, and the formation of a research community, thereby bringing the mechanisms of research production within reach of those whom the research is about.
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Note

1. We use the terms ‘disabled’ or ‘people experiencing disability’ as that has been the preference of people we have engaged with in our research to date and who have strongly identified with the social model of disability.
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